29. Cable, SO to Frankfurt, 6 March 1947

TO: FRANKFURT
FROM: SPECIAL OPERATIONS
CONFIRMATION: ADSO (1)
INFORMATION: COPS (2)

SECRET/RELEASE
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REFERENCE YOUR
MR. SAMUEL BOSSARD WILL
REPORT TO YOU FOR TEMPORARY DUTY ON 10 MARCH AS MY PERSONAL
REPRESENTATIVE. HIS INSTRUCTIONS ARE TO SURVEY THE OPERATION TO WHICH
YOU MAKE REFERENCE, THEN RECOMMEND TO ME WHAT PART OR PARTS THERE-
OF FIT INTO BASIC INTELLIGENCE MISSION OF CIG AND IN CONSEQUENCE
SHOULD BE TAKEN UP BY CIG AT A FUTURE DATE. HE IS NOT TO RUN OR
PARTICIPATE IN ANY OPERATIONS WHILE ON TEMPORARY DUTY WITH YOU
AND WILL REPORT DIRECTLY TO ME ON HIS FINDINGS.
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